
Name: _______________________________ 
Date: ________________________________ 
 

SUBJECT, PREDICATE, & COMPLEMENT: REVIEW 

Grammar Review #2 
 

Directions: In the sentences below, first BRACKET OFF ALL PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES!!! Then, label the simple 
subject [S], simple predicate [P], direct object [DO], indirect object [IO], predicate noun [PN], and predicate 
adjective [PA]. After, underline the complete subject and draw a squiggly line under the complete predicate.  
 

1.    Willie, a nearsighted giant, mistook the skinny child for a toothpick. 
 

2.    During his two-hour bath, Calhoun’s fingers and toes turned slightly pruny. 
 

3.    Paddington shaved his three-headed cat, and his sister, Prudence, waxed their hippo. 
 

4.    Susie seemed annoyed with her Uncle Joe’s new band of bagpipes. 
 

5.   Tiny space aliens gave their ship to Reggie, the reasonably kind Rhino.  
 

6.   At midnight, some disturbed lobsters howl loudly at the moon and dance around the fire. 
 

7.   Jerry, the clumsy polar bear, was pleased with the new railings on the edges of all the   icebergs.  
 
8.   The crowd hid their laughter when the King entered the room with toilet paper stuck to his shoe.  
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